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Germany U-20 – Netherlands White

In the Round 2 of the intermediate final the German Youngsters team took on 

Netherlands White. 

The match started with some small swings. On board 13 Michel Schols for 

Netherlands White went three down in 1NT, while his counterpart at the other 

table made 8 tricks in the same contract. +300 and +120 gave Germany U-20 9 

IMPs. 

Next came two slam boards. 

Lauritz Streck and Maximilian Litterst for Germany stayed in 4 and made 10 

tricks. Joost Coenen and Adriaan Lucassen showed more ambition and reached

slam, played by West. Florian Alter led a heart. Coenen took the Ace and 

immediately played a club to the Jack. When that lost to the King he had to lose

more club tricks and in the end he was 2 off. 11 IMPs to Germany U-20. 

Kibitzers were discussing the hand and suggested a type of Dutch squeeze. 

Just cash the Ace of spades and ruff a heart. If declarer next runs some trumps 

the defender with three clubs might just discard a club to keep a diamond 

guard. 
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Another option would be to draw trumps and exit with a small club. North would 

have to win and lead a red suit, giving three red tricks to dummy with a finesse. 

Roland Wald (we all know him from organizing BBO in the past and he is now 

here in Amsterdam doing voice commentary as well) told us that line of play 

wouldn’t work. North would discard his King of clubs on the third round of 

trumps!

The next board had even more IMPs at stake, as both teams reached the 

vulnerable slam. Michel Schols for Netherlands White played the slam from the 

South hand after North had responded 1 over his 1 opening and he had to 

rebid 1 systematically. North then set off to slam. 

Litterst cashed the Ace of hearts, giving declarer three tricks in that suit. The 

result now depended on how Schols would handle the club suit, combined with 

the bad trump break. Litterst returned a diamond at trick two and Schols ruffed 

when the finesse of the Queen lost to the King. He next played two spades, 

getting the bad news. He proceeded with a third spade to hand and played a 

club to the Jack. When that held he could draw the final trump and he had 

twelve tricks: four spades, three hearts, one diamond, one diamond ruff and 

three clubs. N-S +1430. 

Alter reached the slam in the North hand after he responded 1 to their 1 

opening.  Lucassen did not lead his singleton club, but instead chose a heart, 
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which went to King and Ace. Declarer had only two heart tricks now and needed

more clubs. Coenen returned a heart and Alter discarded the Jack of clubs. He 

got the bad news on the second trump and tried the Ace of clubs and another 

club. Lucassen ruffed for 1 down. N-S -100. 17 IMPs to Netherlands White, still 

trailing 19-22 though. 

The Germans took another big swing on a partscore deal. 

West North East South
Litterst Westerbeek Streck Schols
Pass 1 Pass 1
Pass 2 ap. 

Litterst did not open the bidding with 11 points and 5-4 in the minors so 
Westerbeek-Schols got a free run to 2. West might have doubled 1 
though.  Litterst led the Ace of clubs and returned his singleton heart. 
Schols finessed, so Streck won his King and the defensive cross-ruff started.
Heart ruff, top club and a third club. Schols pitched his diamond and East 
ruffed. Heart ruffed with the seven and overruffed with the eight. On the 
fourth club declarer ruffed with the ten, so East scored his Jack and could 
give another trump promotion by leading the fourth heart. That was three 
down, N-S -150. 
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West North East South
Coenen Alter Lucassen Vornkahl
1 1 2 Pass
3 Pass 3NT ap. 

Coenen did open the West hand, even though he could face a tough rebid 
problem over a 1 response. Alter overcalled and in the end Lucassen got to 
3NT. Vornkahl led the ten of hearts, ducked all around. He then found the 
switch to a low spade. The defense had now set up three spades. With the 
diamond finesse off Lucassen ended up two down. +200 added up to 350 for 
Germany U-20 and 8 IMPs. 

The Dutch took 6 IMPs back on the next board when they needed to pick up  

 T 6 versus  A Q 9 8 7 5 2 for seven tricks. With K x onside that was 3NT +4, 

with the other table in 3 +2. 

West North East South
Litterst Westerbeek Streck Schols
– - - Pass 
1 DBL 3 * Pass
4 5 ap. 

Streck bid 3 over the take-out double and from the comments of the 
BBO-operator it seems Litterst took it as a splinter so he bid 4. 
Westerbeek decided to follow through and bid 5. That should not be 
made as declarer doesn’t have enough entries to pick up the King of clubs. 
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Streck led his singleton club and when Litterst put up the King declarer was
grateful. He now had 11 tricks, N-S +400. 

West North East South
Coenen Alter Lucassen Vornkahl
- - - Pass
1 DBL 2 Pass
Pass 3 ap. 

Alter also had the plan to double and then bid diamonds, but he was allowed 
to do so at the three-level. No one had anything to add to that. He also took 
11 tricks, N-S +150, but 6 IMPs to Netherlands White, taking over the lead for 
the first time.

The Germans had the final word, but it was only worth 1 IMP in the end. 

West North East South
Coenen Alter Lucassen Vornkahl
1NT Pass 2 Pass
2 Pass 3NT ap. 

Coenen decided to open 1NT with honors in his short suits. Lucassen just 
showed five hearts and did not worry about his short diamonds. Alter led a 
small spade, so Coenen made the Jack in the first trick. He went after the 
hearts, but when did not finesse the ten. So he took two spades, two hearts, 
a diamond and four clubs. 3NT just made, N-S -400. 
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West North East South
Litterst Westerbeek Streck Schols
1 Pass 1 Pass
2 Pass 2 Pass
3 Pass 3 Pass
4 ap. 

The Germans outbid the Dutch to reach a nice 4. Litterst opened 1 as he 
had no rebid problems. The West hand is interesting over 2, fourth suit. 
What is your rebid here without a spade stopper and no length to show? 
Litterst bid 3, a bid that uses quite a lot of valuable bidding space. Streck 
repeated the fourth suit to look for the best game and Litterst now showed 
his doubleton heart. Streck made 10 tricks, for 1 IMP.

In the end the Dutch beat the Germans 34 – 31 IMPs, or 11.14 – 8.86 VP. 
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